Moist O' Matic's gear driven rotor pop-up turf sprinkler heads lead the field in durability, adaptability, performance and low costs. The entire gear mechanism is isolated and sealed. Even water distribution is assured by three nozzles in the pop-up head. Up to 180' diameter water coverage means low cost for new installations or conversions. 1° part circle adjustments from 40° to 320° can be made while in operation without special tools. These exclusive advantages and the rugged, compact MONITOR controller have made Moist O' Matic the turf irrigating performance leader.

"DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED"

For complete information, write to:

moistO'matic, inc.
1795 Massachusetts Ave. • Riverside, Calif.

weekend in June. The proceeds go to a local hospital.

The golf course is one of several excellent recreational facilities provided by the housing developers. The bowling center is operated at a profit which helps offset golf club deficits if they occur. It is one of the largest in the area and sponsors some important tournaments. Lening, whose office is in the bowling center, gives this facility his closest attention. He is one of the country's top bowlers and is a member of the Professional Bowlers Assn.

The developers of Fairless Hill concede that they made numerous mistakes, chief of which was in not allocating sufficient space for their course. The latter was due to their not having enough experience in a golf way and in not anticipating the hold that the game would take on people who live in the community. Yet, the Danherst Corp. feels that it has made an important contribution to the residents of Fairless Hills by providing them with a recreation facility that they might otherwise have to go miles to enjoy.

Final Figures Show 409 Courses Were Constructed in 1961

A final roundup of figures by the National Golf Foundation shows that 409 courses were put into play in 1961. These included 247 standard length layouts, 76 additions to existing courses and 86 Par 3s. At year's end there were nearly 6,200 regulation courses and about 460 Par 3s in the U.S.

California added 31 regulation courses in 1961 to again lead all states. Second was Florida with 22. Other states that added heavily to their layouts were Ohio, 18; Pennsylvania, 17; and Texas and Virginia, 15 each.

Par 3s continued to gain in popularity. About six years ago there were no more than 100 abbreviated courses in the country. The increase of 76 Par 3s in 1961 was almost 50 per cent higher than it had been the previous year.

New construction in 1961 represented an estimated investment of $35,000,000 and provided playing facilities for at least a quarter-million more golfers, according to the Foundation.

Morning Deposits of All Mail Means Better Service